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This invention relates to electroma'gnets, 
and particularly to those of ‘the open magnetic 
circuit type, i. e. to electromagnets in which 
the armature or armatures are separated from 

6 the core by an air gap when the solenoid is 
not energized. 

\Vhile not limited in its application to any 
particular form of magnetic circuit or to any 
particular size of magnet, the invention is 

10 especially useful in connection with “power 
magnets” which may be employed for lift 
ing relatively heavy loads or for operating 
such devices as electromagnetic hammers or 
presses. 
This application is a continuation-in-part 

of my copending application Ser. No. 151, 
198, ?led Nov. 27, 1926. 
An object of the invention is to provide an 

electromagnet of such construction that the 
useful work, as compared .to/ the ampere 
turns and to the dead weight of the magnet, 
is materially higher than was obtainable with 
previously known constructions. A further 
object is to provide an electromagnet in which 
the armature may be given a step-by-step ino 
tion in accordance with the magnitude of the 
current traversing the ‘solenoid. A further 
objectv is to provide an electromagnet in 
which, when the solenoid .is not energized, a 
main armature and one or more auxiliary 
armatures are serially arranged along the 
path which the magnetic flux will ‘take when 
the solenoid is energized. More speci?cally, 
an object is to provide an electromagnet of 
the type last stated in which the plurality of 
series airgaps in the magnetic circuit are 
progressively closed when the solenoid is 
energized, all armatures of the series being 
mechanically interconnected by one-way 
rigid connections which compel the main 
armature to move towards the zone of max 
imum tractive effort as the armature situated 
in such zone moves towards the core, or to 
wards a supplemental armature which has 
been attracted to the core. 
Further objects are to improve the me 

chanical and electrical construction of elec 
tromagnets employed for power purposes. 

These and other objects of the invention 
will be apparent from the following speci? 
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cation, when taken with the accompanying 
drawings, in which ,7 ' 

Figs. 1 to 4, inclusive, are longitudinal 
sectional views through an ironclad plunger 
magnet, Fig. 1 showing the moving parts in 55 
the respective positions which they occupy 
When the magnet is not. energized, and the 
other views illustrating the progressive 
movement of the parts when the solenoid is 
energized; ' . ' . 

F ig. 5 is a diagram of the electrical cir 
cuit of the magnet; 

Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectional view 
through another embodiment of the inven 
tion; ' . 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary side View, with 
parts shown in lon itudinal section, of an 
electric hammer em odying my invention; 

Fig. 8 is an end view, with arts in sec 
tion, of the hammer shown in ig. 7; 

Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic representation of 
the electrical and ma etic circuits of the 
construction shown in igs. 7 and 8. ' 
The ironclad plun er magnet which is il 

lustrated in a somew at diagrammatic man- 75 
her in Figs. 1 to 4, inclusive, includes a yoke 
formed by the end plates 1, 2, and the cylin 
drical shell 3. The end plate 2 is provided 
with a cylindrical boss 4 which constitutes a 
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stationary pole and the end plate 1 is aper- so 
tured to receive the main armature 5. A 
pair of auxiliary armatures 6, 7 are serially 
arranged in the path of the magnetic ?ux be 
tween the pole 4 and the main armature 5. 
A rigid one-way connection between the ar- 85 
matures is provided by the stepped rod 8, - 
which is ?xed to the mam armature 5 and has 
shoulders 9‘ 10 against which the armatures 
6, 7, respect1vely,~abut. I Themovement of the 
auxiliar armatures away from the ole 4 is 
limited‘ y internal shoulders forme on the 
sleeve 11, which is ?xed in place by and 
serves as a mechanical support between the 
two end plates 1, 2. The space between the 
sleeve 11 and the outer shell 3 receives the - 
winding or solenoid 12 which is supplied with 
current from a suitable source to energize 
the magnet. ', 

‘ The stepped rod 8 and ‘the shouldered 
sleeve 11 are formed. of material of low per- 100 
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meability such as brass or non-magnetic 
The several armatures and the yoke 

are formed of metals or materials of high 
permeability, such as soft iron or steel. 
The main armature 5 slides within the 

aperture of the end plate 1 with a minimum 
clearance to maintain a magnetic connection 
of high permeability between these parts 
during the operation of the magnet. 
For use as a lifting magnet, the main arma 

ture 5 is provided with a hook 13 orother 
suitable means for connection to the load. 

Particular attention is directed to the fact 
that all of the armatures are serially ar 
ranged in the path which is taken by the flux. 
when the solenoid is energized, and that, 
when the solenoid is de-energi'zed, the arma 
tures are separated from each other and from 
the pole by series air gaps of di?e'rent 
lengths. The relative lengths of the air gaps 
when the magnet is de-energized are illus 
trated in Fig. 1. The gap at between the pole 
and the ?rst auxiliary armature 7 is less than 
the gap 1) between the auxiliary armatures, 
and the gap b is in turn less than the gap 0 
which lies between the auxiliary armature 6 
and the main armature 5. 
As shown on the circuit diagram, the wind 

ing 12 is energized from a suitable source 
through leads which include a switch S. 
When the switch arm 14 is on the open con 
tact, as shown in Fig. 5, the solenoid is not en 
ergized, and the weight of the armatures will 
cause the several parts to take the positions 
illustrated in Fig. 1. When the switch arm 
is moved to contact 15 of switch S, the supply 
of current is through the series resistances 
16, 17, and the ?ux which is established will 
be suf?cient, for a predetermined load, to 
move the auxiliary armature 7 into contact 
with the pole Zl, i. e., into the position shown 
in Fig. 2. As the armature 7 moves to close 
the air ‘gap 11, its engagement with the shoul 
der 10 of the rod 8 causes the main armature 
5 to move upwardly through a distance equal 
to the length of the gap a. The armature 6 
is attracted toward thegpoleji and the inter 
vening armature 7, but the second air gap 
will not be closed when the load is of the 
order of thatof the maximum weight which 
can be lifted when the solenoid is supplied 
.with current through the series resistances 
16 and 17 . . - 

Upon moving the switch arm 14 to contact 
18, the ?ow of current through the winding 
12 is increased and the correspondingly in 
creased ?ux will establish a tractive force suf 
ficient to move-the armature 6 to close the 
second air gap 1). The parts then occupy the 
position illustrated in Fig. 3. Although the 
increased ?ux may be su?icient to close the 
second air gap, the weight acting uponarma 
ture 5 may be such that the third air gap 0 
will not be closed. Upon cutting out the 
remaining resistance 17 by moving the switch 
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arm 14 to contact 19, the current is increased 
and the increased magnetic ?ux will be sui? 
cient to establish such traction that the main 
armature will move to close the remaining air 
gap. The several parts will then occupy the 
relative positions shown in Fig. 4. 
The range of movement of the main sole 

noid 5 is of course equal to the sum of the , 
three air gaps. An electromagnet of sub 
stantially the same construction but having 
a single armature movable over the same 
range will exert a materially smaller tractive 
force, since its traction isexercised over the, 

As indicative of the sub-1 entire air gap. 
stantial increase in tractive force which may 
be obtained in accordance with the present 
invention, the following data is given with 
reference to plunger electromagnets one of 

' which was constructed in accordance with the 
previously known practice and one of which 
embodied the invention._ The stationary iron 
parts were of identical construction in both 
magnets and the windings were also identi 
cal, being designed to give about 7 500 ampere 
turns at‘110 volts. Both plungers were mov 
able through 0.75 inch, but the moving system 
of one magnet was divided into a main arma 
ture and two auxiliary armatures, as de 
scribed above. The dead weightzof the plun 
gers of the two magnets was the same. The 
useful weight which could be raised by the 
electromagnet having a plunger of the usual 
construction was 14.5 pounds, while the useful 
weight raised by the magnet embodying the 
present invention was 25.5 pounds. In de 
signing the,electromagnets, the curve given 
in the ‘Electrical Engineer’s Handbook,’7 H. 
A. Foster, 1918 edition, at page 129, was used 
as a guide, and it will be seen that the results 
obtained correspond closely to the respective 
points of ‘the curve for the whole and one 
third of the air gap. \ 
The step-by-step operation of the magnet 

permits the controlled actuation of such de 
vices as railway signals, multi-point switches, 
changeable indicators,‘ and other apparatus 
in which an indicator or an operating arm 
is movable into any one of a plurality of 
positions. For many purposes, however, the 
step-by-step operation is not essential, and 
the regulating switch S or other control ele 
ment may be replaced by other suitable 
switching devices, and the series air gaps may 
all be of the same length, or their relative 
lengths may be other than that required for 
step-by-step operation. 
In Fig. 6 I have illustrated another em 

bodiment of the invention. The magnet is 
of the plunger type and includes end plates 
20, 21 and an enclosing shell 22. As in the 
previous 
ed with an annular lug 23 which ‘forms a 
stationary pole for cooperation with the 
main armature 24 and the auxiliary armature 
25. These series elements of the magnetic cir 
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cuit are all formedof material of high per 
meability. The one-way connection between 
the armatures is provided by, a non-magnetic 
rod 26 upon which the auxiliary armature 25 
is threaded, the rod extending beyond the 
auxiliary armature and through the main 

~ armature 24. The outer end of the main ar 
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mature is counterbored to receive the nut or 
other headed fastener 27 which rests against 
the radial surface at the end of the counter~ 
bore. The opposite end of the rod 26 carries 
a nut 28 which cooperates with the end plate 
21 to limit the movement of the armatures 
away from the coil when the winding 29 is 
de-energized. The outer end of the main ar 
mature 24 is provided with suitable means 
for connection to the mechanism which is to 
be operated, such means being, for example, 
the lugs 30. ' ' . 

In Figs. 7, 8 and 9, the invention is illus 
trated as embodied in an electric hammer. 
The. general arrangement of the elements of 
the magnetic system is substantially the same 

. as in the magnet shown in Fig. l. The end 
1 plates 31, 32, are preferably formed of a 
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plurality of thin sheets orlaminations of 
material of high permeability, such as soft 
iron or steel. The laminati-ons ?t vwithin the 
annular rings 33, 34, respectively, which are 
preferably of T~shape in cross-section, the 
laminations resting withinone annular re 
cess of the rings and the opposite recess pro 
viding a seat for the corrugated'shel'l 35. As 
illustrated in Fig. 8, the shell 35 is formed of 
a thin lamination which is so corrugated that 
a substantial‘part of the shell is in close ‘con 
tact with the so-lenoidfand the intervening 
ribs not onlyst-rengthenjihe shell but pro 
vide large radiating surfaces. The corru 
gated construction ‘has the further advantage 
that, fora given cross-sectional area of mag 
netic material, the thickness of the shell may 
be materially reduced since the peripheral 
length of the corrugated ‘shell will be much 
greater than the circumference of a plain 
cylindrical shell. For example, the periph 
eral length may be approximately three 
times the circumference of a cylindrical shell, 
and when this is the.case, the corrugated shell 
may be formed of sheet metal of one-third 
the thickness which would be required for the 
plain shell. The stationary pole piece com 
prises a tubular member 36 having a periph 
eral ?ange 37 which abuts against the 
inner face of the laminated plate 31 and co 
operates with the nut 38 to retain the pole in 
position. The end plate 32 is provided with‘ 
a ?anged sleeve 39 which forms a guide for 
the main armature 40, the guide 39 being 
secured in place by the ?anged nut 41. A 
conical spring 42 is seated on the ?anged nut 
41 and bears against the. cap 43 which is car 
ried by the main armature 40, to move the 
main armature 40 and the auxiliary arma 
tures 44, 45 away from the? pole 36 when the 
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magnet is de-energized. The armatures are 
interconnected by the shoulder rodl46 of non- - a 
magnetic material, and the movement of the 
respective auxiliary armatures away from 
the pole 36 islimited by- internal shoulders 
on the sleeve 47 which is also‘formed of mate 
rial of low permeability.' ‘ 
To prevent the formation of eddycurrents 

and to avoid transformeractio-n, the shell 35, 
pole 36 and sleeve 47 are provided with longi 
tudinal slots, as indicatedi‘at 48, 49 and 50, 
respectively. ’ ‘ “ ' ' 
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The parts of the magnetic circuit are held ' 
in proper relative position and the handle 51 
and tool socket 52 are secured to- the magnetic 
structure by bolts 54 which extend longitudi 
nally through the assembly. The handle is 
preferably of the pistol grip type, and a trig 
ger 55 is provided for actuating the switch, 
not shown, which is arranged between the 
flexible conduit 56 and the windings of the 
magnet. The tool socket 52‘ is provided with 
a central aperture to receive ‘and guide'the 
shank 57 of the tool or tool holder. The blow 
of the hammer is delivered‘to the-tool shank 
57 by the rod 46 and the‘length of the-stroke 
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may be adjusted by the screw ‘58 which limits ' 

40. 
The spring 42 is ‘of such strength that the 

weight of the moving system and the resid 

the _ return movement of? the main ' armature ' Q 

uary magnetic traction will not prevent the ' 
return stroke of the armatures and theasso 
ciat-ed connecting rod 46 when the hammer 
is held in upright position, as illustrated in 
Fig. 7. 
In the previous constructions, the springs 

employed to return the plunger havebeen rel 
atively heavy, the usual practice having been ' 
to employ a spring of such strength that‘ the 
return stroke was made in substantially the 
same time as the power stroke. In accordance 
with the present invention, the spring is rela 
tively light and the return stroke requires a 
materially longer period than the power 
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110 
stroke. The lOss of energy due to the use of ' 
a spring is therefore materially reduced and 
the energy of'the blow is increased. In the 
prior devices, the total time interval of an 
operating cycle was divided substantially 
symmetrically by the period of the power 
stroke and the period of the return stroke, 
while in accordance with the invention and 
due \0 the use of a lighter spring, the time 
interval is asymmetrically divided and the 
power stroke occupies a relatively small part 
of each cycle. _ . 

As shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 
9, the solenoid includes two windings 59, 60 
which are connected in parallel across the 
source of current supply but which are se 
rially arranged in the magnetic circuit. The 
number of turns in the coils 59 and 60 are 
n'otv equal but both coils are traversed by the 
same magnetic ?ux, the path of the ?ux be 
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ing indicated in Fig. 9 by the arrows. 
the switch S’ is opened, the same number of 
lines of force will out both coils, and the 
counter electromotive forces thus generated 
in the coils will be in direct proportion to the 
number of turns in the respective coils. Since 
the resultant counter electromotive force 
formed'by the two unequal windings will be' a 
function of the differences of the number of 
turns in the two coils, the sparking and/or 
arcing at the contacts of the switch will be 
minimized. 

This reduction in the sparking by the use 
of two electrical windings in parallel will of 
course be accompanied by a delay in the re 
turn of the armature since there is a decrase 
in the e?'ective counter electromotive force. 
For an given electromagnetic tool or ma 
chine, t e weight of the moving system and 
the rate of operation are factors which must 
be considered in designing the double wind 
ing. For relatively high speed, of course, the 
double winding may be undesirable because 
of the slowing down of the rate of return of 
the armature. In such cases, I may, of 
course, employ the usual condenser systems 
for reducing sparking contacts. To operate 
the hammer continuously, there is provided 
an. interrupting or controPdevice, additional 
to the main switch, which may, if desired, be 
incorporated in the hammer. 
The relatively great tractive power may be 

obtained with various forms 0g magnets by 
the provision of a plurality of armatures 
which are so arranged that one of the arma 
tures is locatedv in the zone of maximum 
tractive effort and that the main armature 
which actuates the load is connected to the 
other armature or armatures by a rigid one 
way connection which insures movement of 
the main armature when the armature in the 
zone of maximum tractive e?‘ort moves to 
ward the core. When a plurality of inter 
mediate armatures are employed, each of such 
auxiliary armatures successively enters the 
zone of maximum tractive effort as an arma 
ture adjacent thereto moves to close the gap 
over which the maximum effort was pre 
viously exerted. The rigid connecting means 
may take various forms other than that of 
the stepped rod which is described above, 
the principal requirements being that the 
tractive e?ort of each auxiliary armature 
be transmitted to the main armature, that 
the connecting rod, link or the like, will slide 
with relation to each auxiliary armature as 
thelatter engages the core or an adjacent 
armature, and that the connecting means be 
formed of material of low permeability. 
When the armature is of the plunger type 

or is pivoted upon the "yoke, the connection 
' between the armature and yoke is preferably 

65 

of such form that the magnetic contact're 
mains closed throughout the'range of move 
ment of the’ armature. In all practical con 
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When structions, and appreciable clearance is of 
course required to permit the relative move 
ment of the armature, but the gap which is 
introduced at this point in the magnetic cir 
cuit may be reduced to a minimum when 
provision is made for lubrication of the 
parts. ‘ 
When a step-by-step operation of the mag 

net is desired, an increased range of move 
ment for one or more of the steps may be 
provided by so proportioning the relative 
lengths of the air gaps that two of the gaps 
will be closed for each increase in the cur 
rent strength. - 

It is therefore to be understood that the 
embodiments of my invention which are 
above described are illustrative of the inven 
tion, but that the invention is not limited 
thereto. ‘Many changes may be made in the 
'several parts. their relative size, shape and 
arrangement, without departing from the 
spirit of my invention as set forth in the 
following claims. 
-I claim: ‘ 
1. In an electromagnet, the combination 

with a solenoid, of a core, a movable auxiliary 
armature disposed in the path of substantially 
the entire ?ux established upon energization 
of said solenoid, a main armature normally 
having only a portion thereof within the 
path of substantially the entire ?ux said ar 
matures being separated from each other and. 
from said core by series air gaps when the 
solenoid is not energized, and connecting 
means of low permeability for causing the 
main armature to move into the flux path as 
the auxiliary armature is moved toward the 
core by the energization of the solenoid. 

2. The invention as set forth-in claim 1 
in combination with ‘stop means for separat 
ing said armatures when said solenoid is de 
energized. - 

8. In an electromagnet the combination 
with a solenoid, of a core, a plurality of aux 
iliary armatures serially arranged in the 
path of substantiallythe entire ?ux estab 
lished upon energization of said solenoid, a 
main armature normally extending only 
partly into the path of substantially the en 
tire ?ux, said armatures being normally 
spaced from one another when said solenoid 
is tie-energized, and connecting means of low 
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permeability for causing said main arma- ' 
ture to be drawn further into the flux path 
when any of said auxiliary armatures is 
moved toward said core by the energization 
of the solenoid. * 

4. The combination with a solenoid of a 
plurality of auxiliary armatures, a ‘main 
armature and connecting means of low per 
meability between said armatures, said means 
including a member extending through said 
auxiliary armatures and engaging the same 
from one direction only. I 

5. In an electromagnet, a solenoid, a core, 
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a plurality of normally spaced armatures to 
provide a plurality of serially arranged‘ air 
gaps therebetween, said armatures being 
serially. arranged with respect to the ?ux 
from said core, said air gaps being smaller 
between the armatures adJacent said core 

‘than between armatures further removed 
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from said core and a one-way connecting 
means between said armatures having tele 
scopic movement through said auxiliary 
armatures. 

6. In, an electromagnet, the combination 
with a solenoid of a main armature, a plu 
rality of auxiliary armatures and means ef 
fective in one direction‘only for connecting 
said auxiliary armatures in mechanical par 
allel'with said main armature. 
7 . " In an electromagnet, a stationary core, a 

/ main armature normally spaced from said 
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core, a secondary armature between said core 
and said main armature and normally spaced 
from said core and said main armature, said 
armatures being serially arranged with re» 
spect to the working ?ux of the electromag; 
net, and means secured to the main armature 
and having a shoulder for engagement by 
the secondary armature to thereby move the 
main armature toward the said core when 
said secondary armature is attracted thereby. 

8. In an electromagnet having a point of 
maximum holding power, a plurality ~of nor 
mally spaced armatures to provide a plural 
ity of ‘ serially arranged air-gaps therebe 
tween, said armatures being serially arranged 
with respect to the flux of said electromagnet 
from said point of maximum holding, and a 
one-wayconnectionbet'ween all said arma 
tures, said connection including a plunger se 
cured to the armature furthest from said 
point of maximum holding, and having 
shoulders cooperating with each intermedi 
ate armature. 

9. In an electromagnet, a solenoid, a core, a 
main armature, a plurality of auxiliary arm 
atures and a connecting member fastened to 
said main armature and having shoulders 
engageable from one direction by’sai'd auxil 
iary armatures. ~ 

10. In an electromagnet, a solenoid, a core, 
a main armature, a plurality "of auxiliary 
armatures and a connecting member fastened 
to said main armature having shoulders en 
gageable from one direction by said auxiliary 
armatures, and relatively stationary shoul-r 
dered means on said solenoid for spacing said 
auxiliary armatures when said solenoid is de 
energized. ‘ \ ' 

11. In combination, a solenoid, a main arm 
ature, auxiliary armatures and connecting 
means- of low permeability secured to said 

, main armature and engageable in only one‘ 
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direction by said auxiliary armatures and 
freely movable with respect to said auxiliary 
armatures in the other direction. _ ' 

12. In combination, a solenoid, a main arm 

5 
ature, auxiliary armatures, connecting means 
of .low permeability secured to said main 
armature and engageable in only one direc- . 
tion by each of said auxiliary armatures and 
freely movable with respect to said auxiliary ' 
armatures in the other direction, and rela 
tively stationary means ' cooperating with 
said connecting means and said armatures to 
space said armatures when said solenoid is 
de-energized. ‘ 

13. In an electromagnet having a point 
of maximum holding, power, a plurality of 
normally spaced armatures to provide a‘ 
plurality of serially arranged air gaps there 
between, said armatures being serially ar 
ranged with respect to the ?ux of'said elec 
tromagnet from said vpoint of maximum 
holding, vand a one~way connection between 

“ all said armatures, said connection includ 
ing a plunger secured to the armature furth 
est from said point of maximum holding, 
and having shoulders cooperati with each 
intermediate armature, to elf! movement 
of said furthest armature as each intermedi 
ate armature moves towards said point of 
vmaximum holding power. 

14. The invention as set forth in claim 13, 
in combination with means for limiting the 
movement of each of said armatures away 
from the point of maximum holding power. 

15. In an electromagnet of they ironclad 
plunger type, a solenoid, an armature, end 
plates comprising laminations extending 
normalto the axis of movement of said 
armature, and means including a corrugated 
shell completing the magnetic circuit be 
tween said laminated end plates. ' 

16. The invention as set forth in claim 15 
wherein the corrugations of said shell pro? 
vide a' series of surfaces in contact with said 
solenoid, the respective portions of said shell 
between said contact surfaces constituting 
heat-radiating ribs. 

_ 17. In an electromagnet, a plurality of 
elements of high permeability constituting a 
path for the ?ux, two windings having an 
unequal number of turns, and circuit con 
nections for arranging said windings in par 
allel across a source of current and in series 

-. aiding relation with reference to the'?ux, 
whereby the resultant counter electromotive 
force established when the current is in 
terrupted is a function of the difference in 
the number of turns in said windings. 

18. In an electromagnet, a solenoid, an 
armature, and a corrugated lamina of mag 
netic material adjacent, said solenoid and 
constituting a portion of the magnetic cir 
cuit, the corrugations of said lamina provid— 
ing a series of surfaces in contact with said 
solenoid, the respective portions of said lam 
ina between said contact surfaces constitut- ' 
ing vheat-radiating ribs. 

19. In an electromagnet, a solenoid, an 
armature, and a corrugated lamina of mag 
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netic material adjacent said solenoid and 
constituting a portion of the magnetic cir 
cuit, said amina having a slot extending 
therethrough in a direction parallel to the 
direction of the ?ux. 

20. In an electromagnet, the combination 
with a solenoid, and a yoke comprising two 

_ equipotenial surfaces, of a main armature, 
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a plurality of auxiliary armatures disposed 
between said main armature and at least one 
of said equipotential surfaces, said arma 
tures and said yoke constituting a sub 
stantially closed path of high permeability 
when said solenoid is- energized, and means 
mechanically connecting said armatures, 
said means being effective when said sole 
noid is deenergized to maintain at least a 
portion of each of said armatures in the 
path of substantially the entire ?ux estab 

0 lished upon the energization of said solenoid. 
In testimony whereof, I a?ix m signature. 

BORIS N. SO OLOFF. 
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